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The gadgets we genealogists might

carry on a research-trip are limited by a few

considerations and the choices we need to

make before packing:

• The budget (both for the trip,

and your gadgets!)

• Foreign or domestic travel

• Security issues

• Weight / volume (size) concerns

• Cultural concerns, perhaps

Assumptions

For the purposes of this talk, we will

frivolously assume that money is no object,

despite each of us knowing that’s not the

case.  With this assumption, we will cover

many alternative possibilities from which

you might select the best one for your

circumstances.

I also assume that each of you has

already digitized your family tree in the form

of data in a genealogy program on your

computer at home, and that you would like

to have at least some of that data that’s rel-

evant to your trip along with you during

your travels.

Finally, we will assume that space and

weight are at a premium, since if you had a

Sherpa to carry your toys up the mountain,

we wouldn’t be having this discussion.  This

usually means that whenever possible, it

would be best for our gadgets to provide

more than one of our needed functions.

Let’s get started with our planning.

Given the weight / size concern, while it

would certainly be fun to have the full

capacity of a laptop computer with us on the

trip, often that simply will not be possible.  

If it is possible to carry your laptop,

then, you could add a mobile WiFi Hotspot

connection (such as a MiFi) to your kit, which

connects to the USB-port on the computer

and then uses the cellular phone services to

provide internet access to your laptop.  But,

depending on your personal cell-phone, if

you have a “smart-phone” with an appropri-

ate data-plan, you could turn your cell-phone

into a WiFi hotspot for up to 5 computers!

(Given the expense of the data this provides,

it’s great for text searches, but don’t count on

downloading a Netflix movie while traveling

using this system.)

Consider a Netbook

But, if you don’t have a laptop, what is

another good option for taking your data on

the road, with minimum expense and weight

premium?  My suggestion is to consider

either a small Netbook computer – a low-

power, small computer ($250-500) which is

adequate for emails, text-entry (like gene-

alogy tasks), and Web-lookups, but doesn’t

have much horsepower for graphical tasks,

such as photo-editing or video (although you

could watch a DVD for example, if so

equipped).  One advantage of a netbook is

that if it was lost or stolen, the cost of its

replacement would not be too great. 
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However, netbook and laptop com-

puters are very theft-prone, and once taken,

your data goes with it, along with the

inherent security concerns (like, “what is

your mother’s maiden name,” or your date of

birth, etc. – data easily obtained from most of

our genealogy data – ripe for identity fraud).

For this reason, it’s best to “sanitize” our data

before we travel with them, to delete

information about living ancestors, perhaps,

or to encrypt the data before storing it on a

laptop or netbook.

Set up an on-line Backup system (like

Mozy.com) before your trip, for saving your

data while traveling, so that your discoveries

and new photos are safe.  Your time and data

is much more important than the hardware!

Consider a Kindle

The idea of an Amazon Kindle (now

$79-139 for a WiFi version) though, intrigues

me.  You can fairly easily convert your

genealogy data to a book-form or “web-site”

(HTML-format) which could then be im-

ported (using one of a number of free utility-

programs, such as Calibre, to create the e-

book file which the Kindle can read).  There

are several attractive considerations to using

a Kindle instead of a laptop on a research-trip,

I think.  A Kindle can literally hold hundreds

of book-length text-documents, and so could

easily carry all of your genealogy research

and notes, if they were already digitized.

The same concerns arise with keeping

your personal information on it, but since

you will be doing a little data-cleanup first

anyway, to turn the information into its

e-book format, you can easily delete the

personal reference-material from the most

recent generations, and keep the data which

is the real subject of your inquiry.

With a Kindle, you could “annotate”

your e-books using its small, built-in key-

board, but that data does not port over to

your genealogy program (you will have to

search for it on the Kindle, and then re-type

it into your genealogy program), so I think

it’s best to consider the data a one-way trip,

and use the Kindle for your reference-

materials on the families you’re researching.

You will have your source and family data

right there available, but will have to take

your notes the old-fashioned way, probably,

with a pen or pencil and paper notebook.

An alternative to a Kindle might be an

iPad with a separate Blue-tooth Keyboard,

for ease of text-entry into one of its note-

taking or word-processing applications.

Camera or Scanner?

It would be really nice to have a

scanner available to us on our trip, but most

scanners are pretty impractical to carry.   A

few years ago, line-scanners were developed,

that would capture a single line of text on a

printed page, and operated like a highlighter

would be used, and were about the same

size.  Then, you would later down-load the

data into your computer via a serial- or USB-

cable.

Fairly recently, though, page-scanners

have been developed which are portable

enough to take on this trip, but we may
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bump up against our weight / size limits

soon.  These devices may also need a

computer to  which to attach, and scans are

usually fed directly into the laptop, and draw

power from the laptop’s USB-port.

Recently, Michael LeClerc discussed

his rave impressions of a Flip-Pal in his

article in the NEHGS newsletter.

Consider, instead, using your digital

camera to capture the image of the page(s) of

interest.  With decent lighting (or a portable

lighting system, such as Ken Steutz described

in his German monastery expeditions a while

ago), you can capture the image of the pages

into JPG-files, which your computer will

easily display.  Using a digital camera only

requires that you bring enough batteries and

memory-cards to keep it going happily for

your trip, but you likely were going to have

it along anyway.  These days, memory-cards

are relatively inexpensive, and many cameras

will take standard AA-batteries.  If yours

takes a proprietary battery, then be sure to

include your charger, and maybe an extra

battery for safety.  Be sure to ask the research

librarian about their policies for photograph-

ing the books’ pages, but most of what we

are interested in doing would come under

the “Fair Use” doctrine of the copyright laws.

I would suggest that the camera you

use have at least 5 MegaPixel capacity (reso-

lution) for each image, and the more the

better, although the down-side might be the

increased slowness at saving your images to

the data-chip, and the fact that the images

will take up more space on your hard-drive.

But these are very small concessions for

quality, and usually sharper images means

increased readability.   You may want to use

a tripod and independent lighting-source,

rather than a flash.

Finally, which type of digital camera

you take on your trip may make a difference

as well – there are basically three types (as I

count them): Digital SLRs (the “single-lens

reflex” type with interchangeable lenses –

heavy and expensive, but fast and versatile);

the Megazooms, which have “snouts” to

house the powerful zoom lens; and the

pocketable snap-shooter type on which the

lens usually folds inside the camera body

when not in use.  All typically will have a

display-panel on the rear either or

composition or display of the photos you

have taken, and often a flash will be built-in

to the body for the less expensive cameras in

this grouping. 

My recommendation, given size and

weight constraints, is that we focus on the

pocketable camera  for its versatility and ease

of use.  A relatively current model of this

type will usually have sufficient resolution to

be quite usable as a “pocket scanner.”  Be

sure to explore use of your camera’s “Macro”

setting (for close-up shots), and importing

these into your computer, to ensure accuracy

of focus and clarity of the image, before your

trip. This may produce even better results

than its “Auto” mode.

Also learn how to control (turn off,

usually) your automatic Flash, so you don’t

disrupt other researchers.
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Cell-Phone Capabilities

As noted above, the cell-phones which

are in the “smart-phone” category (meaning

that they have extra-cost “data-plans,” when

compared with standard cell-phones, but can

browse the Internet, and can carry your

contact-list and calendar, and send and

receive emails) may often also be able to

serve as a WiFi “hotspot” for your computer

while you are traveling.

In addition though, most cell-phones

today have GPS (Global Positioning Satellite)

receivers built-in to them, so that in an

emergency, a 911-dispatcher knows your

location to which to send needed services.

This fact, then, also allows you to be able to

pinpoint a location of a grave-stone or

cemetery entrance, ancestral home or church,

for example, to include in your research

notes, and to enable your family to later find

this location. It may also “Geo-Code” the

location of any photos you take on your cell-

phone. So, the trick in this instance is to

figure out how to use that technology to

report your present position, so you may

record it for your research, if you wish.  

There are simply too many cell-phone

devices to tell you how yours works, but

explore its documentation, or check its

manufacturer’s web-site for information on

how to access this data.

Of course, you could always carry a

separate GPS-receiver – some cost as little as

about $100, but that’s just another device to

keep well-fed on batteries, or recharged, and

you may have to load maps or your routing

data into it from your computer, before it

may be used meaningfully.  We’ll briefly look

at automotive and hand-held type of stand-

alone GPS-receivers. 

An automotive GPS-receiver usually

has a built-in database of highway maps, and

what are called, “Points of Interest” – these

are the locations and details (address, phone-

number and background information) about

various types of places you might wish to

visit – from government offices, to museums,

to gas-stations or French restaurants. Once

you have selected a destination, either by

identifying a Point of Interest to which to

drive, or typing in an address of your destin-

ation, the GPS will plan your most efficient

driving- route to that location.

I recommend purchasing a GPS with

“Lifetime Map Updates,” since you may

otherwise have to spend $50-75 annually to

keep your maps current, and it seems that

this option adds very little to the price of the

initial purchase these days.

Hand-held GPS-receivers are typically

used for hiking or other types of outdoor

recreation, and offer topographical mapping

of “off-road” destinations and travel, as well,

sometimes, as highway routing.  I think this

hand-held type of GPS is the most facile for

our genealogy research, but they are not

ideal, since it’s one more device to carry.  It’s

better to rely on the extra-duty features of

one of your other devices for this service,

when that’s possible.
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